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Tourism growth





But…

What outcomes are we 

seeking from tourism?



Pacific Tourism Strategy

Four sustainable pillars of the PTS: 

 1. Increasing the economic benefits of tourism 

 2. Conserving the region’s highly distinctive environment and cultures

 3. Ensuring visitors experience a safe environment and unique Pacific 

hospitality 

 4. Ensuring effective collaboration amongst the stakeholders

Sustainable tourism = Economy + Place + People + Visitors 

+ Governance





Well-being as the outcome

OECD How’s Life and New Zealand Treasury Living Standards Dashboard (2018). 

Tourism uses 

capital(s) to produce 

services, e.g.:

• Development

• Land use change

• “Social license”

• Ecosystem services

Tourism rebuilds 

capital(s), e.g.:

• Staff training

• Cultural activities

• Ecosystem 

restoration

• Carbon offsetting





We need better measures

 Recap:

 Standard measures:   Tourist expenditure => GDP = > Jobs

 What else needs to be assessed?

Full-cost accounting….

Four capitals
(Sustainable) 

Tourism
Community well-

being





Public sector costs

Public sector makes money from tourism, but also has to 

spend money. 

How can we ensure a positive net balance from tourism?



Understand the yield from 

each visitor



Environmental costs

 In the Cook Islands, where 

tourism accounts for 

approximately 70% of GDP, 

tourism-related demand 

accounts for 80% of energy 

consumption. 

 In NZ, the carbon footprint 

from international visitors has 

doubled in the last 10 years.  -
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 The average guest in a hotel consumes 658 Litres

of water and produces 1.9 Litres of waste 
(EarthCheck Data).

Tourism exports consumption but imports 

environmental costs. 





Social costs
Perceptions of the pressure 

that tourists put on NZ (%), 

Mood of the Nation 

survey, March 2017



Value versus volume

Net Benefit 

(i.e. Value)

 Volume 
(arrivals)

Traditional thinking

In reality, value might 

decrease with volume



Stakeholders & governance

KPI – Growth and 

shareholder return
KPI – Social connectedness 

and cultural integrity

Pacific guardians

Value of tourism = Depends who you ask.



Where to next?

 Understand what tourism 

development is for (and for whom)?

 Do we capture all benefits and all 
costs?

 Are all affected stakeholders ‘being 

heard’? 

 How does tourism link to broader 

economic activity and well-being?

 Tourism needs to grow capital, not 

erode it.

 Taking a broader perspective will 

generate higher yield and provide 

value to all. 

?



Questions?


